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Affleck, Kennedy, Lieb and Taski (AKLT) constructed an exemplary spin-3/2 valence-bond solid
(VBS) state on the hexagonal lattice, which is the ground state of an isotropic quantum antiferro-
magnet and possesses no spontaneous magnetization but finite correlation length. This is distinct
from the Ne´el ordered state of the spin-3/2 Heisenberg model on the same lattice. Niggemann,
Klu¨mper and Zittartz then generalized the AKLT Hamiltonian to one family invariant under spin
rotation about the z-axis. The ground states of this family can be parameterized by a single param-
eter that deforms the AKLT state, and this system exhibits a quantum phase transition between
the VBS and Ne´el phases, as the parameter increases from the AKLT point to large anisotropy.
We investigate the opposite regime when the parameter decreases from the AKLT point and find
that there appears to be a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless-like transition from the VBS phase to an
XY phase. Such a transition also occurs in the deformation of other types of AKLT states with
triplet-bond constructions on the same lattice. However, we do not find such an XY-like phase
in the deformed AKLT models on other trivalent lattices, such as square-octagon, cross and star
lattices. On the star lattice, the deformed family of AKLT states remain in the same phase as the
isotropic AKLT state throughout the whole region of the parameter. However, for two triplet-bond
generalizations, the triplet VBS phase is sandwiched between two ferromagnetic phases (for large
and small deformation parameters, respectively), which are characterized by spontaneous magneti-
zations along different axes. Along the way, we also discuss how various deformed AKLT states can
be used for the purpose of universal quantum computation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum magnetism [1], since the invention of Heisen-
berg model and later Bethe’s solution in 1931 [2], re-
mains a very active research field with various fascinat-
ing phenomena emerging, such as quantum phase transi-
tions [3], spin liquids [4], and topological order [5–8], etc.
The Heisenberg model has been studied in higher dimen-
sions and exhibits Ne´el order for various spin magnitudes
on various bi-partite lattices. The spin-3/2 Heisenberg
model on the hexagonal lattice is such an example. In
contrast, Affleck, Kennedy, Lieb and Taski (AKLT) con-
structed an exemplary spin-3/2 valence-bond solid (VBS)
state on the hexagon lattice, which is the ground state
of a quantum antiferromagnet whose Hamiltonian is also
invariant under spin rotation, and possesses a finite cor-
relation length but no spontaneous magnetization [9].
Such a VBS phase is an generalization of the 1D Hal-
dane phase to two dimensions, and is also of interest
given recent development in symmetry-protected topo-
logical phases [10–12]. Additionally, from the viewpoint
of quantum computation, the spin-3/2 AKLT state on
the hexagonal lattice [13, 14], as well as other trivalent
lattices [15], has been shown to provide the necessary
entanglement for implementing universal measurement-
based quantum computation [16].
Niggemann, Klu¨mper and Zittartz (NKZ) generalized
the AKLT Hamiltonian to one family that is invariant un-
der spin rotation about the z-axis [17]. The ground states
of this family can be parameterized by a single parameter
(denoted by a below) that deforms the AKLT state. They
found that the system exhibits a quantum phase transi-
tion between the VBS and Ne´el phases, as the parameter
a increases from the isotropic AKLT point (a =
√
3) to
large anisotropy a. The transition can be obtained accu-
rately by mapping to a classical eight-vertex model and
agrees with their Monte Carlo study, yielding a critical
point at ac2 ≈ 2.54. Incidentally, a recent work by Dar-
mawan, Brennen and Bartlett showed that, as regards
to quantum computation, in addition to the utility at
the AKLT point [13, 14], this family of deformed AKLT
states can be used as a universal resource for a ≥ 1 in
the VBS phase up to the same VBS-Ne´el transition [18].
For small a parameter (a < 1), the deformed family is
less explored, and the classical model by NKZ is no longer
valid, so we are motivated to examine this regime further.
When the parameter a decreases from the AKLT point
and we find, via the numerical tensor-network methods,
that there appears to be a Berezinskii-Kosterliz-Thouless
transition at ac1 ≈ 0.42 from the VBS phase to an quan-
tum XY-like phase. Such a transition also occurs in the
deformation of other types of AKLT states with triplet-
bond constructions (more details below). In contrast, on
other trivalent lattices, such as square-octagon, cross and
star lattices, we do not find such an XY phase in the de-
formed spin-3/2 AKLT models. On the star lattices, the
deformed family of AKLT states (with the singlet-bond
construction) remains in the same phase as the isotropic
AKLT state throughout the whole region of the param-
eter considered. Moreover, for two triplet-bond gener-
alizations, the triplet VBS phase is sandwiched between
two ferromagnetic phases (for large and small parame-
ters, respectively), which are characterized by sponta-
neous magnetizations along different axes. The deformed
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AKLT states on various trivalent lattices, therefore, pro-
vide a rich variety of phases.
For the various deformed AKLT families, we also dis-
cuss whether they can be used for universal quantum
computation. The situation at the exact AKLT point
was previously studied in Refs. [13, 14] on the hexag-
onal lattice and in Ref. [15] on other trivalent lattices.
In particular, we find that the resourcefulness of the de-
formed AKLT families, for all four types of bond states,
persists (from a = 1) up to the transition of the VBS to
the ordered phase on the square-octagon and cross lat-
tices, extending the results of Darmawan, Brennen and
Bartlett on the hexagonal lattice [18]. The loss of the
capability for universal quantum computation for these
deformed AKLT states is due to the growth of the size
of an effective qubit to a macroscopic size, and this is
consistent with the percolation of ferromagnetic or an-
tiferromagnetic domains at the transition. However, on
the star lattice, regardless of the type of bonds, the de-
formed AKLT states are found not to have the capability
for universal quantum computation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we de-
scribe the spin-3/2 AKLT states with various bond gen-
eralization and local deformation. In Sec. III we discuss
how to express these various states in terms of tensor net-
work or tensor product states [19]. We also review the
method of the tensor renormalization group (TRG) [20],
which is used to find the overlap of the wave functions
in a polynomially efficient way. In Sec. IV, we first
briefly review a mapping from the deformed AKLT state,
|Ψ(a, ω)〉, to the 2D classical eight-vertex model, from
which the critical point between the disordered phase
and an ordered phase can be obtained analytically. We
then discuss how the deformation can be applied to the
AKLT model via the tensor product states and present
the phase diagram of the deformed AKLT state on the
hexagon lattice by evaluating the order parameter, a scale
invariant quantity (which we call the Chen-Gu-Wen X-
ratio) and the correlation function. The transition point
from valence bond state to ordered phases agrees with
analytical results via mapping to classical models. In
Sec. V, we focus on other trivalent lattices, such square-
octagon, cross and star lattices and study the respective
phase diagrams. In Sec. VII, we discuss how various de-
formed AKLT states can be used for universal quantum
computation, in particular on square-octagon and cross
lattices. We conclude in Sec. VIII with a summary and
some discussion. In Appendix A, we briefly review the
classical vertex models [21, 22]. The exact solution of free
fermion model is given in Appendix B. In Appendix C,
we review the classical Ising model on the union jack and
checkerboard lattices, and use the property to explain to
critical point from disordered phase to ordered phase on
the square-octagon lattice as well as the behavior of the
spontaneous magnetization.
II. AKLT STATES, THEIR DEFORMATION
AND GENERALIZATION WITH TRIPLET
BONDS
The AKLT state. The original spin-3/2 AKLT state is
constructed as follows [9]. One splits a spin-3/2 particle
into the three virtual spin-1/2 degrees of freedom and
each virtual spin-1/2 particle forms, with its partner vir-
tual spin-1/2 particle on the adjacent site, a singlet state,
| ↑↓〉 − | ↓↑〉. The on-site Hilbert space of three virtual
spin-1/2 particles is then mapped to that of a physical
spin-3/2 particle by projecting onto the symmetric part
to the tensor product of three spin-1/2 spaces, as shown
in Fig. 1 (a). The AKLT state has a closed form in terms
of tensor product state (TPS), with a local rank-4 tensor
at each site, where three virtual indices represent the de-
grees of freedom the three virtual spin-1/2 particles, as
shown in Fig. 1 (a).
The AKLT state on the hexagonal lattice is a va-
lence bond solid state and it is an exact and unique
ground state of the following two-body interacting Hamil-
tonian [9],
HAKLT =
∑
〈i,j〉
(hAKLT)ij
=
∑
〈i,j〉
[
(~Si · ~Sj) + 116
243
(~Si · ~Sj)2 + 16
243
(~Si · ~Sj)3 + 55
108
]
,
(1)
where the sum runs over all nearest neighbor pairs of
lattice sites and ~Si is the spin-3/2 operator. From the
construction of the AKLT state, it is easy to see that
〈Sα〉 = 0 for α = x, y, z.
In contrast, the Heisenberg model on the hexagonal
lattice exhibits Ne´el order and hence is not in the same
phase as the AKLT model. In fact, the phase diagram has
been explored by allowing the second and third terms to
have varying coupling constants J2 and J3, respectively,
while preserving the rotational symmetry [23],
H =
∑
〈i,j〉
[
(~Si · ~Sj) + J2(~Si · ~Sj)2 + J3(~Si · ~Sj)3
]
. (2)
A phase transition between the disordered VBS phase
and Ne´el phase can occur for sufficiently large J3.
Deformation. In this paper we focus on the family of
spin-3/2 AKLT ground states parameterized by a single
parameter a as follows [17],
|Ψ(a)〉 ∝ D(a)⊗N |ΨAKLT 〉, (3)
where D(a)⊗N is to apply operator D(a) to each phys-
ical particles, where D(a) = diag( a√
3
, 1, 1, a√
3
) in the
Sz basis and N denote the total number of sites. This
ground state at a fixed a is a unique ground state of a
5-parameter Hamiltonian constructed in Ref. [17], whose
detailed form is not repeated here. But a simplified par-
ent Hamiltonian such that |Ψ(a)〉 is the ground state can
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written alternatively as
H(a) =
∑
〈i,j〉
Dij(a)(hAKLT)ijDij(a), (4)
where we have defined, for convenience, Dij(a) ≡[
D(a)−1i ⊗ D(a)−1j
]
. For a =
√
3, the Hamiltonian re-
duces to Eq. (1) and the ground state is the AKLT state.
By examining the properties of the ground states, NKZ
found that there is a phase transition at ac ≈ 2.5416
from the disordered VBS to a Ne´el ordered phase as a
increases [17]. The emergence of the Ne´el order can be
understood in the large deformation limit a→∞, where
there are two possible configuration of neighboring sites:
(i) | ⇑〉 (i.e. Sz| ⇑〉 = 32 | ⇑〉) on the first sublattice and
a | ⇓〉 (i.e. Sz| ⇓〉 = − 32 | ⇓〉) on the second one and (ii)
vice versa. The resulting ground state is a superposition
of two possible Ne´el states: |Ψ(a → ∞)〉 = | ⇑⇓⇑⇓ ... ⇑
〉+ | ⇓⇑⇓⇑ ... ⇓〉. Even though it is of the Schro¨dinger-cat
form, small fluctuations will break the Z2 symmetry and
the ground state will select spontaneously either | ⇑⇓⇑⇓
... ⇑〉 or | ⇓⇑⇓⇑ ... ⇓〉, displaying long-range order. Thus,
a transition between VBS and Ne´el phases is expected.
In the other limit a→ 0, the basis states | ⇑〉 and | ⇓〉
are suppressed and the resulting ground state is essen-
tially composed of spin-1/2 particles (except that ±3/2
components of Sx and Sy are allowed), and one expects
that the U(1) symmetry on the x-y plane might give rise
to an XY phase. A major question to be addressed in
the one-parameter deformed AKLT state is whether an
XY phase actually emerges or whether there might be
any other phase that is not previously identified by NKZ
and if so where the transition is.
It turns out that it is particularly helpful to use the
tensor network representation of the state and see the
phase transition by tuning the parameter. In particu-
lar we will employ a renormalization scheme of the ten-
sors, coined the tensor renormalization group (TRG),
much in the spirit of the spin blocking scheme used in
the coarse graining of the Kadanoff real-space renormal-
ization group (RG) approach. For example, we con-
firm the phase transition from valence bond solid state
to Ne´el phase by calculating directly the magnetization.
For the small a region in the deformed AKLT model on
the hexagonal lattice, we find that as a decreases, the
VBS phase makes a transition to the XY phase via a
Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition [24–26]
first revealed in a classical XY model, and later studied
in quantum spin-1/2 models, see e.g. [27–29]. This con-
clusion is reached by characterizing the scaling behavior
of the correlation length.
Generalization with triplet bonds. The original
AKLT states, including the one-dimensional (1D) spin-
1 AKLT state and the two-dimensional (2D) spin-3/2
AKLT on hexagon lattice, were constructed using the
virtual qubit pairs forming a singlet bond, i.e. |ψ−〉 ≡
|01〉 − |10〉, where σz|0〉 = |0〉 and σz|1〉 = −|1〉. How-
ever, there are three other orthogonal maximally entan-
gled quantum states of two spins in the form of triplet
bonds, which can also be used in the general construc-
tion,
|φ±〉 = |00〉 ± |11〉
|ψ+〉 = |01〉+ |10〉. (5)
It is worth mentioning that the 1D AKLT states built up
from different bond states |ω〉, ω ∈ {φ±, ψ±} belong to
different symmetry protected topological ordered phases
with different 1D representations.
A natural question is what difference will be for these
2D deformed AKLT states, labeled by |Ψ(a, ω)〉, where a
is the same deformation parameter used before. In gen-
eral, the valence bond state construction can be used on
any lattices, and with regards to spin-3/2 cases, on lat-
tices with coordination number three, such as the hexag-
onal, square-octagon, cross and star lattices, all of which
will be considered below.
As a brief summary, we find a phase transition at
ac = 2.5425 on the hexagonal lattice and ac = 2.6547
on the square-octagon lattice and ac = 2.7280 on the
cross lattice, separating the disordered VBS phase from
an ordered phase (antiferromagnetic phase for ω = ψ±
and ferromagnetic phase for ω = φ±). The XY phase
only appears in the hexagonal lattice and the BKT-like
transition is located at ac ≈ 0.42. In particular, the
star lattice is geometrically frustrated and the frustra-
tion effect has important consequences on the ground-
state properties, especially bonds with ω = ψ±. Namely,
the deformed AKLT states constructed with these bond
states remain disordered and in the same phase for all
parameters a ≥ 0. In contrast, for the deformed AKLT
states, |Ψ(a, ω = φ±)〉, on the star lattice with ferromag-
netic bond state |φ±〉, we find a phase transition from
the disordered phase to an ordered ferromagnetic phase
at ac = 3.0243, as well as another transition at ac = 0.58
to another ferromagnetic phase.
III. THE GROUND STATES IN TERMS OF
TENSOR NETWORK STATES
In this section, we discuss the tensor-network form of
the various ground states, parameterized by parameter
a. To begin with, we consider the original AKLT state
under deformation D(a),
|Ψ〉 ∝ D(a)⊗N |ψAKLT〉, (6)
where D(a) = diag( a√
3
, 1, 1, a√
3
) in the Sz basis. Locally
the physical degree of freedom can be obtained by apply-
ing a map D′(a)P to the three spin-1/2 particles at each
site, where P is the projector that map the virtual space
to the physical one,
P =| ⇑〉〈000|+ | ↑〉(〈001|+ 〈010|+ 〈100|)+
| ↓〉(〈011|+ 〈110|+ 〈101|)+ | ⇓〉〈111|, (7)
3
and the D′(a) is a local deformation as
D′(a) = a
(| ⇑〉〈⇑ |+ | ⇓〉〈⇓ |)+
| ↑〉〈↑ |+ | ↓〉〈↓ |. (8)
Hence, the AKLT wave function with deformation can
be written as
|Ψ〉 =
⊗
v∈V
(
D′(a)P
)
v
⊗
l∈L
|ψ−〉l, (9)
where the bond states are placed on every link l of lattice
and the projectors D′(a)P map the virtual space at each
vertex v to physical space. In general, we can place any
bond state |ω〉 as shown in Table I on each edge of lattice.
For tensor multiplication, it is natural that two neighbor-
ω z base x base y base
φ+ |00〉+ |11〉 |0x0x〉+ |1x1x〉 |0y1y〉+ |1y0y〉
φ− |00〉 − |11〉 |0x1x〉+ |1x0x〉 |0y0y〉+ |1y1y〉
ψ+ |01〉+ |10〉 |0x0x〉 − |1x1x〉 |0y0y〉 − |1y1y〉
ψ− |01〉 − |10〉 |0x1x〉 − |1x0x〉 |0y1y〉 − |1y0y〉
TABLE I. The representations of bond states with different
basis.
ing virtual spins of two different physical sites are in the
same state, i.e |φ+〉 = |00〉 + |11〉. In particular, these
four two-qubit orthogonal basis can be transformed each
other by local operator. For example,
|φ−〉 = |00〉 − |11〉 = I ⊗ σz|φ+〉
|ψ+〉 = |01〉+ |10〉 = I ⊗ σx|φ+〉
|ψ−〉 = |01〉 − |10〉 = I ⊗ iσy|φ+〉, (10)
where I denotes 2×2 identity matrix, and σi, i ∈ {x, y, z}
are Pauli matrices. The hexagonal lattice is bipartitioned
into A and B sublattice sites.
The deformed AKLT wave function with bond state
|ω〉 can be represented by
|Ψ(a, ω)〉 =
⊗
v∈V
(
D′(a)P
)
v
⊗
l∈L
|ω〉l =
|Ψ(a, k)〉 =
⊗
v∈V
(
D′(a)P
)
v
⊗
l∈L
σk|φ+〉l
=
⊗
v∈VA
(
D′(a)P
)
v
⊗
v∈VB
(
D′(a)P (σk)⊗3
)
v
⊗
l∈L
|φ+〉l,
(11)
where σk, k ∈ {0, x, y, z} are Pauli matrices and σ0 =
I. Graphically this construction is shown in Fig. 1(a).
The deformed AKLT state can thus be represented as
a tensor-network representation on the hexagonal lattice
with bond state |ω〉 (of bond dimension χ = 2) given by
|Ψ(a, ω)〉=
∑
s1,s2,....sN
tT r(As1Bs2 ...AsN−1BsN )|s1s1...sn〉,
(12)
where Asiαiβiγi and B
sj
αjβjγj
are rank-4 tensors with phys-
ical index si and sj , respectively, and internal indices
αiβiγi and αjβjγj , respectively. The si ∈ {⇑, ↑, ↓,⇓}
corresponds to the basis of S = 3/2 states. The “tTr”
denotes tensor contraction of all the connected inner in-
dices according to the underlying lattice structure. For
example, the nonzero elements of the tensors with defor-
mation a and bond state |φ−〉 are
A⇑000 = a, A
↑
100 = A
↑
010 = A
↑
001 = 1
A⇓111 = a, A
↓
101 = A
↓
110 = A
↓
011 = 1, (13)
B⇑111 = a, B
↑
101 = B
↑
110 = B
↑
011 = −1
B⇓000 = −a, B↓001 = B↓010 = B↓001 = 1. (14)
It is straightforward to write down the tensors of the
AKLT states with other bond states ω.
(a) (b)
(c)
W
FIG. 1. (a)The Valence bond picture of the spin-3/2 AKLT
state on the hexagonal lattice: The circles represent the map
form virtual to physical spin space, the dots represent the vir-
tual spins, and the lines represent the maximally entangled
bond. (b) Contract the physical index of a tensor on a lattice
site a with the physical index of its complex conjugated ten-
sor and remove the non-diagonal term that one double bond
shows an anti-parallel pair to form a single bond tensor. (c)
Horizontal contraction of two lattice sites belonging to the
sublattices A and B respectively.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
FIG. 2. The lattice structure (a) hexagon, (b) square oc-
tagon, (c) cross, (d) star
A. Other lattices
Below we discuss the deformed AKLT states with var-
ious bond states and on various other trivalent lattices.
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Square-octagon lattice. The deformed AKLT wave
function on the square-octagon lattice also can be rep-
resented by the tensor network state with A (black cir-
cle) and B (white circle) sublattice in Fig. 3. It can be
(b)(a)
FIG. 3. (a) The tensor network representation for square
octagon lattice. (b) Combining the four tensors in a square
to form a new tensor. The square octagon lattice thus deforms
into a square lattice with Ta (white) and Tb (black) tensors
on the respective sublattices.
built by maximally entangled state |ω〉 that can trans-
formed by applying Pauli matrices (σx, σy, σz) to |φ+〉 =
|00〉+ |11〉, as follows:
|Ψ(a, ω)〉 =
⊗
v∈VA
(
(σk)D′(a)P
)
v⊗
v∈VB
(
(σk)⊗2D′(a)P
)
v
⊗
l∈L
|φ+〉l, (15)
where k ∈ {0, x, y, z} and σ0 = 1. The local tensors can
then be written down easily.
We resort to the TRG method to calculate the phys-
ical quantities and describe the steps, for example, on
a square-octagon lattice starting with the original local
double tensors TA (or TB), which can be formed by merg-
ing two layers tensors A (or B) and A∗ (or B∗) with the
physical indices contracted. From this we build a new
rank-3 tensor as shown in Fig. 3(b) by combining the
four tensors around a square to form a new tensor T′A
and T′B . The original square-octagon lattice tensor net-
work is now mapped to a square-lattice model, for which
one can then apply the usual TRG method.
Cross lattice. The deformed AKLT family wave func-
tion on the cross lattice also can be represented by a
tensor network state with A (black circle) and B (white
circle) on respective sublattices in Fig. 4. The wave func-
tion is given formally by Eq. (15), except on the cross lat-
tice. The local tensors can then be written down easily.
To compute physical quantities with TRG, it is useful to
merge the local tensors into to a tensor network on the
kagome lattice.
Star lattice. To construct the ground state, we use the
tensor network and valence bond solid construction once
again. The wave function with six sublattice as shown in
(a) (b)
FIG. 4. (a) The tensor network representation for cross
lattice. (b) Combining the four tensors in a square to form a
new tensor. The cross lattice deforms into a kagome´ lattice
with three tensors on the respective sublattices.
Fig. 5 (a) can be given by
|Ψ(a, ω) =
⊗
v∈VA
(
(σk)⊗3D′(a)P
)
v
⊗
v∈VB
(
(σk)⊗2D′(a)P
)
v⊗
v∈VC
(
D′(a)P
)
v
⊗
v∈VD
(
D′(a)P
)
v⊗
v∈VE
(
σkD′(a)P
)
v
⊗
v∈VF
(
(σk)⊗3D′(a)P
)
v⊗
l∈L
|φ+〉l. (16)
The local tensors can then be written down easily. To
compute the physical quantities by using TRG, we can
merge nearby local tensors to form a tensor network on
a hexagonal lattice.
(a)
A
B C
D
EF
(b)
FIG. 5. (a) The tensor network representation for star lattice
with six sublattices. (b) Combining the three tensors in a tri-
angular to form a new tensor. The star lattice deforms into a
hexagon lattice with two tensors on the respective sublattices.
B. Numerical methods
In a two-dimensional system, it is difficult to calcu-
late the tensor trace (tTr) exactly since all indices on
the connected links in the network need to be summed
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over. Several approximation schemes have been pro-
posed as solutions in this context such as the iPEPS
algorithm [30], the corner transfer matrix renormaliza-
tion group (CTMRG) method [31], and the tensor renor-
malization approach [20, 32] which tackle this problem
essentially by using trucation to scale the computational
effort down to the polynomial level. In this paper, we use
the tensor renormalization group (TRG) approach which
is akin to the real space renormalization in the way that,
at each step, the RG is structured by merging sites (by
contracting respective tensors) and truncating the bond
dimension according to the relevance of the eigenvalues
in the Schmidt decomposition of the old tensors. Each
step of the TRG approach reduces the number of sites
by half. Eventually, the entire network collapses to only
a few sites and the double tensor trace appearing in the
expectation value can be calculated easily.
IV. THE DEFORMED AKLT FAMILY ON THE
HEXAGONAL LATTICE
A. Mapping to a classical vertex model
In this section, we study the phase transitions of a
family of quantum spin-3/2 models on the trivalent lat-
tice such as a hexagonal lattice, a square octagon and a
cross lattice analytically and numerically. In the work of
NKZ [17], they found the phase transition of between the
VBS phase to a Ne´el phase in the one-parameter family of
the deformed AKLT state on the hexagonal lattice. They
showed that the ground state properties can be obtained
from the exact solution of a corresponding classical eight
vertex model, and the resulting transition point agreed
with their Monte Carlo simulations. We briefly review
their classical mapping. First, they look at the norm
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 of the ground state with bond state |ψ−〉 (and
|ψ+〉 as well). In graphical language, that means they
place a copy of the lattice on top of the first one and con-
nect the vertices which lay exactly on top of each other
as shown in Fig. 1(b). In tensor network language, af-
ter contracting physical index, the tensor is called double
tensor that means each virtual bond contain two indices
such as α, α′ ∈ {0, 1}. The double tensor with at least
one unequal pair (0, 1) are called off-diagonal vertices and
vice versa.
The classical vertex model consists of the 16 vertex
weight w(i1, i2, i3, i4) in which the ik can take value 0 for
left/down arrow and 1 for right/left arrow (see Appendix
A). The first step is to treat the two-valued state variable
of double tensor as single bonds. This step is we called
“diagonal approximation”. Interestingly, for the hexag-
onal lattice, it was shown in [17], that the probability
of finding an unequal pair (0, 1) for each bond vanishes
exponentially as a increases. The off-diagonal vertices
become negligible in the regime of the phase transition
between VBS and an ordered phase. Thus, the double
tensor can be treated as a the diagonal vertices, with
double indices reduced to only one index on each bond.
The second step is to map the network on the hexago-
nal lattice to that on the square lattice. This can be done
by contracting all horizontal links in Fig. 1(c). Now the
norm of ground state represented by double tensors is a
16-vertex model on the square lattice. This is still not a
solvable model, then by applying a Hadamard transfor-
mation to all bonds, all vertices (in the sense of vertex
models) which have an odd number of arrows pointing to-
wards them have a vanishing Boltzmann weight. There-
fore, a eight-vertex model can be obtained with the fol-
lowing weights of vertices,
w1 =
1
2
(a2 + 3)2 (17)
w2 = w3 = w4 = w5 = w6 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)2 (18)
w7 = w8 =
1
2
(a2 + 1)2 − 2. (19)
Moreover, the Boltzmann weights of this eight-vertex
model satisfy the free fermion condition (see Ap-
pendix B). For a ≥ 1, all vertex weights are non-negative.
By exploiting such mapping, NKZ [17] showed that for
a < ac2 =
√
3 + 2
√
3 ≈ 2.5424 the original quantum
state is in a disordered phase while for a > ac2 the quan-
tum state exhibits Ne´el order. Both the AKLT point
a =
√
3 and the infinite temperature point a = 1 lie
within the disordered phase.
In addition to the results just summarized from
NKZ [17] we also replace the singlet bond states by the
three triplet states. In tensor network language, this
means that we exchange the bond generators by σx or
σz or the identity respectively. It turns out that the
norm square from the deformed AKLT with different
bond states all get mapped to the same classical model, as
the lattice is bipartite and any bond states can be related
to one another by a physical local unitary transformation
(which cancels in the double-layer contraction).
B. Spontaneous magnetization with tensor network
As a check and benchmark, we study the magnetiza-
tion near this transition with the tensor-network method.
As explained above, depending on the bond state |ω〉, the
corresponding VBS phase will make a transition to either
antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic phase, but the tran-
sition point in terms of a is the same.
As shown in Fig. 6(a), our numerical results verify that
the second order transition between the VBS and ferro-
magnetic phase with ω = φ± occurs at ac2 = 2.5425 and
it can be characterized by a nonzero spontaneous magne-
tization in the FM phase. As for the antiferromagnetic
case (with ω = ψ±), the system undergoes a second-
order quantum phase transition from the VBS phase to
the Ne´el phase characterized by staggered magnetization
〈Szs 〉 = 1N
∑N
i=1(−1)i〈Sz〉 as shown in Fig. 6(b).
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FIG. 6. The magnetization 〈Sz〉 and staggered magnetiza-
tion 〈Szs 〉 as a function of parameter a using TRG with bond
dimension Dc = 24 on the hexagon lattice. It indicates a tran-
sition from VBS phase to ordered phase at ac2 = 2.5425 with
(a) ω = φ± and (b) ω = ψ±. However, it does not capture
the phase transition from XY phase to VBS for bond state
We remark that if the wave function in the ferromag-
netic phases is a superposition of both possible ordered
states, we will have zero magnetization. The spin-up fer-
romagnetic phases will give a positive magnetization and
the spin-down one will give negative magnetization. The
equally weighted superposition of them gives rise the zero
magnetization. In order to obtain the spontaneous mag-
netization we can apply a very tiny symmetry breaking
field in practice (and check that the obtained magnetiza-
tion is independent of the small breaking field). But this
is usually done at the level of the Hamiltonian. However,
here we only have the ground-state wavefunctions. We
achieve the effect of symmetry breaking by applying, e.g.,
an operator
O(hz) =

1 + 32hz 0 0 0
0 1 + 12hz 0 0
0 0 1− 12hz 0
0 0 0 1 + 32hz
 ,
(20)
to all sites of the ground-state wavefunction before evalu-
ating the magnetization, where hz is a small numer such
as 10−5. For staggered magnetization, we apply O(hz)
and O(−hz) to different sublattices, respectively. The
transition from the magnetization (or staggered magne-
tization) for all cases is found to be at ac2 = 2.5425,
consistent with results from NKZ.
C. Chen-Gu-Wen X ratio
In the special limit case a → ∞, the effective terms
of local tensor representation in A site are A⇑000 = a,
A⇓111 = a and in B site the effective ones are B
⇑
000 = a,
B⇓111 = a for bond state |φ±〉 and B⇑111 = a, B⇓000 = a
for bond state |ψ±〉. In this limit the wave function is
a cat state, containing two dominant configurations | ⇑
,⇓,⇑,⇓, ...〉 and | ⇓,⇑,⇓,⇑, ...〉 for the bond state |ψ±〉,
and | ⇑,⇑,⇑,⇑, ...〉 and | ⇓,⇓,⇓,⇓, ...〉 for the bond state
|φ±〉. So the transition from the disordered VBS to the
ordered phase is expected and is exactly what has been
found and the transition point is labeled as ac2 .
However, for a < 1 the diagonal approximation is not
valid, and thus the classical vertex model cannot be used
to describe this region. But from arguments presented
in Sec. II, we expect that an XY phase might emerge, as
the | ⇑〉 and | ⇓〉 components are suppressed. We shall
examine this small a regime in detail later.
X1=  X2 =
U U-1
V
V-1
U UU-1 U-1
V-1 V-1
V V
2
FIG. 7. The quantity X2/X1 obtained by taking the ratio
of the contraction value of the double tensor in two different
ways. X2/X1 is invariant under gauge transformation, such
as unitary operators U and V . It can be used to distinguish
different fixed-point tensors.
Since our ground states are expressed in terms of the
tensor network, there is a useful quantity, which we call
the X-ratio, introduced by Chen, Gu and Wen [33], that
can be used to probe phase transitions. For a local tensor,
the X-ratio is given by X2/X1, where X1 and X2, shown
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as diagrams in Fig. 7, are defined as follows,
X1 =
 ∑
s,α,β,α′,β′
Asα,β,α,β × (Asα′,β′,α′,β′)∗
2 ,
X2 =
∑
s,s′,α,β,γ,δ,α′,β′,γ′,δ′
(
Asα,β,γ,β ×As
′
γ,δ,α,δ
)
×
(
(Asα′,β′,γ′,β′)
∗ × (As′γ′,δ′,α′,δ′)∗) . (21)
According to Chen, Gu and Wen, this X-ratio is ex-
pected to have the same value in the same phase after
sufficient RG coarse-graining, and therefore can be used
to detect phase transitions [33]. To compute this, we
use the tensor renormalization group (TRG) to flow our
wave function to the fixed point (or for large number of
coarse-graining steps) and compute the invariant X-ratio
X2/X1. A sharp change in the X-ratio signals a phase
transition.
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FIG. 8. The quantity X ratio X2/X1 for tensors under
the renormalization flow with cut-off Dc = 32 by tuning a
parameter a. For a > 1, it displays a phase transition at
ac2 = 2.5425 on the hexagon lattice for ω = φ
±, ψ±. The
critical exponent νa2 ≈ 1.01. However, it is not clear for
a < 1.
The resulting X-ratio vs. parameter a is shown in
Fig. 8 and we monitor its value as the number of RG
steps increases. We clearly see that a phase transition is
identified at ac2 = 2.5425, which coincides with the tran-
sition between the VBS and ordered phases. The value
of the X-ratio in the ordered phase can be understood
as follows. As the wave function in the large a limit is
a superposition of | ⇑,⇓,⇑,⇓, ...〉 and | ⇓,⇑,⇓,⇑, ...〉, and
such a cat state has non-trivial X2/X1 = 1/2. For ex-
ample, the state | ⇑,⇓,⇑,⇓, ...〉 + | ⇓,⇑,⇓,⇑, ...〉 on the
square lattice can be represented by the tensor product
state with nonzero components: A⇑0000 and A
⇓
1111, leading
to X2/X1 = 1/2. We remark that as a approaches ac2 ,
the curves for X2/X1 in Fig. 8 show a crossing, and from
this we obtain the critical exponent νa2 ≈ 1.01 using the
scaling method in Ref. [34].
Between 0 < a < 0.5, there seems to be a non-trivial
value of X2/X1 and it suggests that there is a transition
there. However, the results are noisy and are likely due
to the fact that TRG cannot handle critical states well
without using sufficiently bond dimensions, so we must
examine this region more carefully with other quantities.
D. XY-like phase: induced magnetization and
correlation length
We now examine the phase diagram by tuning param-
eter a with bond state ω. We find the planar state and
(anti)ferromagnetic phases, as well as a valence bond
solid (VBS) state between them. To examine the mag-
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
(a)
(b)
FIG. 9. The 〈Sx〉 and 〈Sy〉 as a function of parameter a in
bond state ω = φ− with small perturbation (a) with different
small field hθ along x direction and (b) in the XY plane along
angle θ with hθ = 5× 10−5.
netic properties, we apply a finite small field hθ along θˆ
direction in XY plane to obtain the induced magnetiza-
tion. To realize this in the wavefunction, we can apply
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to it with an effective field operator,
D(hθ)=U
†
θˆzˆ
diag(1+
3
2
hθ, 1+
1
2
hθ, 1− 1
2
hθ, 1− 3
2
hθ)Uθˆzˆ,
(22)
where Uθˆzˆ = e
i(pi/2)SyeiθS
z
is an unitary gate that takes
θˆ direction back to Zˆ direction. The induced XY or-
der magnetization depends on the magnitude of the field
hθ as shown in Fig. 9(a), demonstrating that there is
no spontaneous magnetization. The results, presented
in Fig. 9(b), show that the induced XY magnetization
cos(θ)〈Sx〉+sin(θ)〈Sy〉 has a magnitude that is indepen-
dent of the θˆ direction. This is consistent with the fact
that the wavefunction does not have a spontaneous mag-
netization and has a U(1) symmetry, hence it suggests
that this may be an XY phase.
To check the important feature of the XY phase that
the correlation length is infinite, we compute the corre-
lation function (in absence of an external field),
C(r) = 〈~S(~ri)~S(~rj)〉 − 〈~S(~ri)〉〈~S(~rj)〉, (23)
where r = |~ri − ~rj | and ~S = (Sx, Sy, Sz) is spin opera-
tors. On general grounds, one expects that the correla-
0 10 20 30 40 50
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10-1
100
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(b)
FIG. 10. The correlation function under the deformation
with parameter (left) a = 0.1, (right) a = 0.9 on hexagon
lattice.
tion function behaves as
C(r) = Ar−ηe−r/ξ, (24)
where η is an algebraic exponent (which is the anomalous
exponent at criticality) and ξ the correlation length. For
example, at a = 0.1, we find that the correlation func-
tion displays an algebraic decay, as shown in Fig. 10(a).
This is obtained using the mean-field second renormaliza-
tion group (SRG) [35], which is an improvement over the
simple TRG method. We find that there is an extended
gapless region near a = 0. In contrast, in Fig. 10(b), at
a = 0.9 the correlation function decays to zero exponen-
tially, and is consistent with a finite correlation length in
the VBS phase. This suggests that for a small enough,
an XY phase emerges, and there should be a phase tran-
sition as a decreases from the VBS phase.
0.42 0.43 0.44 0.45 0.46 0.47 0.48 0.49 0.50
a
102
103
104
105
ξ
ξKT=Ae
B/(a−ac1)
ν
ξPower=A
′(a−a ′c1)
−ν′
FIG. 11. The correlation length under the deformation with
parameter a on hexagon lattice. The related error ratio of∑
a δpower(a)/
∑
a δKT for the above range of data is 4.98.
To locate the transition and characterize its nature,
we examine the dependence of the correlation length as
a decreases from the VBS phase. (The correlation length
is infinite in the XY phase.) We find that as a is low-
ered, the ξ increases rapidly and it diverges at ac1 (and
stays infinite below that critical value), which is the char-
acteristic of continuous transition. Whether the transi-
tion is finite-order (e.g. second) or infinite-order can be
inferred from the scaling of the correlation. As shown
in Fig. 11 we fit the correlation length to the essential-
singularity form predicted in the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-
Thouless transition [36],
ξKT(a) = Ae
B/(a−ac1 )ν . (25)
The fit gives
A = 1.23; B = 2.85; ν = 0.185; ac1 = 0.421. (26)
We note that in the original BKT transition tuned by
temperature, the exponent ν is 1/2 [36]. However, as our
parameter a is not a temperature, we allow the exponent
ν to be determined by the fit and it needs not be identical
to 1/2. To compare with the typical continuous transi-
tion, on the other hand, we also fit the correlation length
to the typical power-law dependence
ξPower(a) = A
′(a− a′c1)−ν
′
, (27)
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resulting in A′ = 1.23; ν′ = 1.47; a′c1 = 0.4205. In
order to determine which fit function is better, we then
evaluate the deviation of correlation lengths from the cor-
responding fit, as follows:
δi =
|ξi(a)− ξ(a)|
ξ(a)
, (28)
where i = ‘KT’ or ‘power’ labels the form of the correla-
tion length from Eq. 25 or Eq. 27, respectively. We find
that the related error ratio r =
∑
a δpower(a)/
∑
a δKT
is 4.98 for the range of data in Fig. 11, and this shows
that the fitting ξKT(a) is better than ξPower(a). Thus we
conclude that the transition at ac ≈ 0.421 in deformed
AKLT state on hexagonal lattice is BKT-like as in both
the classical and quantum 2D XY models with tempera-
ture [25–29]. The same conclusion holds regardless of the
bond state ω used in the construction of the deformed
AKLT family on the hexagonal lattice.
V. OTHER TRIVALENT LATTICES: SQUARE
OCTAGON AND CROSS
In this section, we discuss deformed AKLT states on
the square-octagon and cross lattices, as their phase di-
agrams are similar.
A. The spin-3/2 model on the square-octagon
lattice
Niggemann and Zittartz (NZ) considered the deforma-
tion of the AKLT state on the square-octagon lattice,
and they found that similar to the case on the hexagonal
lattice there is a VBS to Ne´el transition [37]. They also
used the on-site diagonal approximation to construct a
solvable 8-vertex model and obtain the approximate tran-
sition at ac2 ≈ 2.65158. We will briefly review their con-
struction and derive an improved 8-vertex model, even
though not exactly solvable, that gives a closer transition
(obtained numerically) to results from direct TRG eval-
uation of the spontaneous magnetization in the quantum
model.
Vertex model by NZ under on-site diagonal ap-
proximation. Let us consider the deformed spin 3/2-
AKLT state (with the single state |ψ−〉 bond state) on
the square octagon lattice. As in the case of the hexago-
nal lattice by NKZ, the norm square 〈Ψ|Ψ〉 of the quan-
tum state will be mapped to the partition function of
a vertex model with some approximations, in particular
the diagonal approximation. By the diagonal approxi-
mation, one neglects the off-diagonal terms of the double
tensor as in the hexagonal case, owing to the exponen-
tially decaying probability of unequal bonds as the pa-
rameter a increases. This approximation is done for each
site, i.e., every vertex on the square-octagon lattice. We
shall refer to this as the on-site diagonal approximation.
The next step is to generate a vertex model on a square
lattice by merging several sites (four here) as shown in
Fig. 12(a). This again gives rise to a 16-vertex model, as
in the hexagonal case. The 16-vertex mode is mapped to
a new 8-vertex model via the Hadamard transformation,
with weights being
w1 =
1
2
(a8 + 4a6 + 30a4 + 52a2 + 41)
w2 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)4
w3 = w4 = −1
2
(a2 − 1)3(a2 + 3)
w5 = w6 = −1
2
(a2 − 1)2(a4 + 2a2 + 5)
w7 = w8 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)2(a4 + 2a2 + 5). (29)
It turns out that these weights satisfy the free fermion
condition (see also Appendix B), w1w2 +w3w4 = w5w6 +
w7w8, and thus one can find the transition point at
ac2 = (
√
2(5 + 4
√
2) +
√
2 + 1)1/2 ≈ 2.65158. (30)
Thus under the on-site diagonal approximation, NZ con-
cluded that for a > ac the quantum state possesses Ne´el
order and for a < ac2 the quantum state is in a disordered
VBS phase.
(a) (b)
W W
FIG. 12. (a) On-site diagonal approximation: merged unit
cell for the square octagon lattice. (b) Loop diagonal approx-
imation: unit cells of the new approximation
For the deformed AKLT states constructed using the
triplet bond state |ψ+〉 = |01〉 + |10〉, we check that the
same vertex model is obtained and the same approximate
transition point lies between a disordered phase and a
Ne´el ordered phase. But for the deformed AKLT states
from both |φ±〉 = |00〉 ± |11〉 bond states, the transition
is between a disordered phase and a ferromagnetic order
phase, a conclusion drawn from almost the same classical
eight-vertex model except the signs in w3, w4, w5, w6.
Improved vertex model by loop diagonal approx-
imation. In the above procedure to derive an effective
vertex model on the square lattice (starting from the de-
formed AKLT states on the square-octagon lattice), four
sites from the square-octagon lattice are merged into one
site on the resultant square lattice. It turns that instead
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FIG. 13. Magnetization of the deformed spin-3/2 AKLT
state on the square-octagon lattice using the exact tensor net-
work (no reduction), only on-site diagonal double tensors (site
reduction), and the loop diagonal approximation (loop reduc-
tion). It indicates a transition from VBS phase to Ne´el phase
at ac2 = 2.6547 for exact, at ac2 = 2.65158 for site reduction
and ac2 = 2.6547 for plaquette reduction.
of making the diagonal approximation at each site, we
can first merge the four sites in a loop and make diagonal
approximation later. We call this loop diagonal approxi-
mation, in which off-diagonal double tensors are dropped
only after the merging; see Fig. 12(b). This means that
we allow unequal pairs (0, 1) on all contracted double
bonds. This procedure is justified for the square octagon
lattice by a result of Niggemann and Zittartz [37], where
they found that the probability of finding an unequal pair
on a double bond within the merged plaquette is greater
than the probability of finding an unequal pair on the
free double bonds. The resulting 16-vertex model can
then be reduced to an eight-vertex models:
w1 =
1
2
(a8 + 4a6 + 30a4 + 52a2 + 57)
w2 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)4
w3 = w4 = −1
2
(a2 − 1)3(a2 + 3)
w5 = w6 = −1
2
(a2 − 1)2(a4 + 2a2 + 5)
w7 = w8 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)2(a4 + 2a2 + 5). (31)
We note that this model differs from that of NZ by just
one Boltzmann weight w1, with a difference of 8. How-
ever, the free fermion condition no longer holds. It is
useful to use the tensor network algorithm to compare
these two approximations. But the transition point pre-
dicted from this model, ac2 = 2.6547, turns out to be
closer than that predicted by NZ (ac2 ≈ 2.65158) to the
transition ac2 = 2.6547 from the numerical study (see
Fig. 13) directly on the deformed AKLT family.
Numerical results with tensor network. Using
the TRG method we find that the family of the de-
formed AKLT states has a transition point located at
ac2 = 2.6547, as captured by behavior of the local order
parameter (namely 〈Sz〉 in bond ω = φ± and the stag-
gered one 〈Szs 〉 in bond ω = ψ±) as shown in Fig. 14. This
is similar to the large-a side of the phase diagram in the
hexagon case. The observable of quantum state can be
represented by the tensor network and evaluate it by us-
ing TRG. As mentioned above, in order to compare with
these two approximations, we can reduced the local ten-
sor of observable first. The numerical results in Fig. 13
shows that the transition point from the on-site diago-
nal approximation (ac2 = 2.65158) is close to the NZ
result (ac2 ≈ 2.65158). Then, the magnetization curves
of with/without loop diagonal approximation are almost
exactly the same. This is, on square octagon lattice, the
loop diagonal approximation is better than on-site diag-
onal approximation.
We also find that the X-ratio X2/X1 can identify this
critical point by their sharp change as shown in Fig. 15.
At a > 1 region, we extract the critical exponent ν from
the data collapse of the order parameter X2/X1 under
the renormalization flow and find νa2 ≈ 1.02. However,
unlike the hexagonal case, we do not find any transition
for small a values. The system remains disordered in the
same phase all the way down to a = 0. This can be seen
by exponential decaying correlation for small a values.
We find the finite correlation length at a = 0 and they
are almost the same by increasing the cutoff Dc under
SRG processing.
The spontaneous magnetization. Here we discuss
how we can obtain spontaneous magnetization in the or-
dered phase. Since the difference in different bond con-
structions is whether the resulting ordered phase is fer-
romagnetic or antiferromagnetic, we shall for simplicity
consider the bond state |φ+〉. The free-fermion eight-
vertex model using this bond state (as well as |φ−〉), un-
der the on-site diagonal approximation, gives the follow-
ing weights,
w1 =
1
2
(a8 + 4a6 + 30a4 + 52a2 + 41)
w2 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)4
w3 = w4 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)3(a2 + 3)
w5 = w6 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)2(a4 + 2a2 + 5)
w7 = w8 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)2(a4 + 2a2 + 5). (32)
It was known that the free fermion model can be mapped
onto the Ising model on the union jack lattice [38, 39] (see
Appendix C ). We find the various interaction energies
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FIG. 14. The magnetization 〈Sz〉 and staggered magnetiza-
tion 〈Szs 〉 as a function of parameter a using TRG with bond
dimension Dc = 24 on the square octagon lattice. It indicates
a transition from VBS phase to ordered phase at ac2 = 2.6547
with (a) ω = φ± and (b) ω = ψ±.
of the Ising model are given by
k = K1 = K2 = K3 = K4 =
1
2
ln
(a2 − 1
a2 + 3
)
κ = K = K ′ = − ln (a2 − 1
a2 + 3
)
ρ =
1
2
(a2 − 1)3(a2 + 3). (33)
The Ising model undergoes a phase transition at Ω2 = 1
and am ≈ 2.65158 exactly the same transition point that
we extracted from the free-energy behavior of the eight-
vertex model. However, from this mapping, the ferro-
magnetic phase lies in 1 < a < am, opposite to the
phase diagram of the quantum model. This is due to the
Hadamard transformation used in deriving the 8-vertex
model, and as noted in [17], this transformation maps
the low temperature region of the quantum state to the
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FIG. 15. The quantity X2/X1 for tensors under the renor-
malization flow by tuning a parameter a. As performing more
steps of renormalization group, the crossover become sharper
and sharper around ac2 = 2.6547. The critical exponent
νa2 ≈ 1.02.
high temperature region of the eight-vertex model and
vice versa. But we can reconstruct the original tempera-
ture behavior of the classical model using the Kramers-
Wannier duality. This duality maps the original Ising
model on the union jack to an Ising model on the dual
lattice, i.e., the square octagon and the low-temperature
regime of the original model to the high-temperature
regime of the dual model and vice versa [40], and hence
the correct correspondence of the classical magnetiza-
tion to the quantum magnetization can be identified. As
pointed out by Baxter [41], the free-fermion vertex model
can also be mapped to the Ising model on the checker-
board lattice, which is self-dual. We thus carry out the
duality on the checkerboard lattice and we obtain the
magnetization that reverts the temperature dependence,
M =
{
(1− Ω−2)1/8 if Ω2 > 1
0 others,
(34)
where
Ω2 =
(w21 + w
2
2 − w23 − w24)2 − 4(w5w6 − w7w8)2
16w5w6w7w8
. (35)
This magnetization behavior is shown in Fig. 17 and it
can be regarded as the disorder parameter of the free
fermion model [38] . Surprisingly, as shown in Fig. 17 we
find that the behavior of the magnetization matches very
well the expectation value of the following effective quan-
tum spin operator of the deformed AKLT states under
the same on-site diagonal approximation
S˜z =
1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
 . (36)
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This seems to hold for the ordered phases in other lat-
tices, such as the hexagon and the cross lattice.
J2J1
J3J4
J1
J1 J1 J2
J2
J2
J3 J3
J3
J4
J4
J4
FIG. 16. Checker board lattice and the two types of Ising
spins associated with its vertices.
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FIG. 17. The spontaneous magnetization M of the dual
checkerboard Ising model (red) compared to the ground state
expectation value of S˜z (blue).
B. The spin-3/2 on the cross lattice
The alternative lattice to investigate in this section is
the cross lattice shown in Fig. 4. We adapt the procedure
introduced in the previous section. The deformation and
the AKLT state are applied to the new spatial geometry
of the system. To construct the ground state, we use
the tensor network and valence bond solid construction
again.
For the mapping to the classical model we carry out
the on-site diagonal approximation and arrive at a 16-
vertex model on the kagome lattice with all 16 nonzero
vertex weights. By employing the same Hadamard trans-
formation and on-site diagonal approximation, we obtain
an eight-vertex model, whose Boltzmann weights for all
virtual bonds are given by
w1 =
1
2
(a8 + 4a6 + 30a4 + 52a2 + 41)
w2 =
1
2
(a1 − 1)4
w3 = w4 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)3(a2 + 3)
w5 = w6 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)2(a4 + 2a2 + 5)
w7 = w8 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)2(a4 + 2a2 + 5). (37)
While the Boltzmann weights from the loop diagonal ap-
proximation almost the same classical eight-vertex model
from on-site diagonal approximation expect the constant
term of w1, with a difference of 8. However, we cannot
find an analytic solution of the transition.
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FIG. 18. The probability for finding the unequal pair on a
bond within in a plaquette (inner) and between two plaquettes
(between) on the cross lattice.
On the other hand, we found that the probability
of finding an unequal pair on a double bond within
the merged plaquette is greater than the probability
of finding an unequal pair on the free double bonds
as shown in Fig. 18. Let us discuss how to obtain
the the probability of finding an unequal pair P01 nu-
merically. First, the wave function of deformed AKLT
state can be represented by tensor product state, |Ψ〉 =
tT r(As1As2As3 ...)|s1, s2, s3, ...〉. The local double tensor
T can be formed by merging two layers, tensors A and A∗
with only physical indices contracted. We then prepare
a operator O01 defined on the two-virtual-particle space,
which gives one as two virtual particles are unequal and
others are zero. The P01 can be obtained by determin-
ing the expectation value of operator O01 for one bond,
〈Ψ|Oi01|Ψ〉 = tT r(T1T2T3Oi01....), where i is the location
of operator O01 which could be inner the square or be-
tween two squares. The result, in Fig. 18, shows that
the the probability for finding an unequal pair between
two squares is lower than inner the square. From it, we
can predict that loop (square) diagonal approximation
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is better than on-site diagonal approximation. The loop
diagonal approximation can avoid the truncation error
from the reduction of virtual bonds in the inner square.
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FIG. 19. The magnetization as a function of parameter
a with Dc = 24 for TRG in taking the expectation value.
It indicates a transition from VBS phase to Ne´el phase at
ac2 = 2.7280 (no reduction). By reducing the off-diagonal
terms, we can obtain the transition at ac2 = 2.7245 for on-
site approximation (site reduction) and ac2 = 2.7280 for loop
approximation (loop reduction) .
Again, we can obtain the transition point numerically
at ac2 = 2.7245 by on-site diagonal approximation and at
ac2 = 2.7280 for loop diagonal approximation, as shown
in Fig. 19. The magnetization under the latter approx-
imation matches very well with the magnetization ob-
tained from full quantum calculations using TRG, which
gives the transition from the VBS to the ordered phase
at ac2 = 2.7280, as shown in Fig. 21. The results of
the X-ratio X2/X1 also confirm the transition point, as
shown in Fig. 20. Again, as a approaches ac2 , the curves
for X2/X1 show a crossing, and from this we obtain the
critical exponent νa2 ≈ 1.0.
The phase diagram of the deformed AKLT family on
the cross lattice is similar to that on the square-octagon
lattice, where there is a transition from VBS to ordered
phase, but no XY phase is found for small a. This is
consistent with our calculations of the correlation length,
which never diverges in this parameter region.
VI. THE DEFORMED AKLT STATES ON THE
STAR LATTICE
The phase diagram of the deformed AKLT states on
the star lattice depends on the type of bond states used
in the construction. We discuss in turn the antiferromag-
netic and ferromagnetic bonds.
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FIG. 20. The quantity X2/X1 for tensors as a function of
parameter a under the renormalization flow. It indicates a
phase transition at ac2 = 2.7280 on the cross lattice. The
critical exponent νa2 ≈ 1.0.
A. Antiferromagnetic bonds
First, we consider the deformed AKLT states con-
structed from antiferromagnetic bonds ω = ψ±,
|Ψ〉 =
⊗
v
(
D′(a)P
)
v
⊗
l∈L
|ψ±〉l. (38)
The wavefunctions can be in turn written as tensor prod-
uct states. In the limit a→∞, the wavefunction is essen-
tially a two-state system of | ⇑〉 ≡ |000〉 and | ⇓〉 ≡ 111〉.
Because of the anti-correlation in the |ψ±〉 = |01〉 ± |10〉,
the spins ⇑ and ⇓’s can only arrange in the same way
as the classical antiferromagnetic Ising spins on the frus-
trated star lattice. In this limit, the deformed AKLT
states with |ψ±〉 bonds are equivalent to classical spin
liquids.
By employing the TRG method, we do not find any
transition, as is seen from the finite correlation length
throughout the parameter range as shown in Fig. 24(d).
In particular, the VBS AKLT state is in the same phase
as the classical spin-liquid state. The finding that there
is no transition is also confirmed by the mapping to clas-
sical vertex models. We follow the procedure described
earlier and construct corresponding 8-vertex models for
the deformed AKLT states with ω = ψ± bonds. The
two 8-vertex models are the same under the loop (one
triangle) diagonal approximation, which are given by
w1 = 2(3a
4 + 6a2 + 7)2
w2 = w3 = w4 = 2(a
2 − 1)4
w5 = w6 = −2(a2 − 1)2(3a4 + 6a2 + 7)
w7 = w8 = 2(a
2 − 1)4, (39)
but are different under the loop (two triangles ) diago-
nal approximation. They turn out to satisfy free-fermion
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FIG. 21. The magnetization 〈Sz〉 and staggered magnetiza-
tion 〈Szs 〉 as a function of parameter a using TRG with bond
dimension Dc = 24 on the cross lattice. It indicates a transi-
tion from VBS phase to ordered phase at ac2 = 2.7280 with
(a) ω = φ± and (b) ω = ψ±.
condition and are thus solvable, but no transition is found
for a ≥ 1 (in the range where the models are valid).
B. Ferromagnetic bonds
Next, we consider the ferromagnetic case
|Ψ〉 =
⊗
v
(
D′(a)P
)
v
⊗
l∈L
|φ+〉l. (40)
The wavefunctions can be in turn written as tensor prod-
uct states.
Ferromagnetic phase at large a. In the limit a→∞,
the effective terms of local tensor representation are
A⇑000 = a, A
⇓
111 = a. The global ground state is there-
fore a superposition of both possible ferromagnetic states
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FIG. 22. (a) The magnetization as a function of parameter
a with Dc = 24 for TRG in taking the expectation value. It
indicates a transition from VBS phase to ferromagnetic phase
at ac2 = 3.0243 on star lattice. (b) The 〈Sx〉as a function of
parameter a with bond state φ±. It shows that a transition
from x-direction ferromagnetic phase to VBS phase at ac1 =
0.5850 on the hexagon lattice. (c) The 〈Sy〉as a function of
parameter a with bond state φ±. It shows that a transition
from y-direction ferromagnetic phase to VBS phase at ac1 =
0.5850 on the hexagon lattice
| ⇑,⇑,⇑,⇑, ...〉+ | ⇓,⇓,⇓,⇓, ...〉. By increasing the param-
eter a from the VBS phase, the wave function undergoes
a second order quantum phase transition to a ferromag-
netic phase, which can be characterized by the sponta-
neous magnetization. The Fig. 22 (a) shows that the
magnetization (ordered in the z direction) versus a with
Dc = 24 for TRG method. The transition is found to be
at ac2 = 3.0243.
Mapping to an 8-vertex model. By employing the
loop (one triangle) diagonal approximation, we merge six
sites of two neighboring triangles on the star lattice (see
Fig. 5), and arrive at an 8-vertex model on the resultant
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FIG. 23. The quantity X2/X1 for tensors as a function of
parameter a under the renormalization flow. (a) It indicates
phase transitions at ac1 = 0.5850 and ac2 = 3.0243 on star
lattice with bond state |φ±〉. The critical exponent νa1 ≈ 1.0
and νa2 ≈ 1.0. (b) The transition do not appear for the
deformed AKLT states constructed with |ψ±〉 bond states.
square lattice,
w1 =
1
2
(a6 + 3a4 + 15a2 + 13)2
w2 = w3 = w4 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)4(a2 + 1)2
w5 = w6 =
1
2
(a4 − 1)2(a4 + 2a2 + 13)
w7 = w8 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)4(a2 + 1)2. (41)
It turns out that these Boltzmann weights satisfy the free
fermion condition, and thus we can locate a transition
point (see Appendix B) at
ac =
(
2 +
√
3 +
√
2(6 + 5
√
3)
) 1
2 ≈ 3.02438. (42)
This matches the numerically found transition value
ac2 = 3.0243 from TRG, shown in Fig. 22(b).
Ferromagnetic phase at small a. To explore the
whole phase diagram, we also compute the Chen-Gu-
Wen X-ratio and the results are show in Fig. 23 (a). We
find that in addition to the transition at ac2 = 3.0243
found by the magnetization, there is a second transition
at ac1 = 0.5850 from the VBS to a ferromagnetically or-
dered phase. Again, near transition point, we find the
critical exponent νa1 ≈ 1.0 and νa2 ≈ 1.0. We note, how-
ever, such a transition does not appear in the deformed
AKLT states constructed with |ψ±〉 bond states as shown
in Fig. 23 (b) .
For a < 1 regime the diagonal approximation is not
valid as the antiparallel configurations cannot be ignored.
We cannot find a classical model for the transition near
a = 0.585. Instead we confirm the transition by eval-
uating the spontaneous magnetizations using TRG. As
shown in Fig. 22 (b), we see that the ferromagnetic
phase is characterized by nonzero x-direction magneti-
zation 〈Sx〉 that vanishes into the disordered VBS phase
for |φ+〉 bond construction. On the other hand, for |φ−〉
bond construction, the deformed AKLT states display
nonzero y-direction magnetization 〈Sy〉 for small a be-
fore they make a transition to the disordered VBS phase,
as shown in Fig. 22 (c). The direction in which the
magnetization orders in the ferromagnetic phase there-
fore depends on the bond state. This is consistent with
the parallel and anit-parallel correlation of the virtual
qubits in the bonds, as seen in Table I; in particular,
|φ+〉 = |0x0x〉+ |1x0x〉, whereas |φ−〉 = |0y0y〉+ |1y1y〉.
VII. DEFORMED AKLT STATES FOR
UNIVERSAL QUANTUM COMPUTATION
Here we describe how the various deformed AKLT
states from various bond states on square-octagon and
cross lattices can be used for universal quantum compu-
tation. One key result is that the transition at which the
capability of supporting universal quantum computation
as a increases seems to coincide with the transition to the
ordered phase (either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic
one, depending on the bond states). However, for the
small a regime, we do not know where the boundary is.
The universal quantum computation can be achieved
by performing only local measurements on certain entan-
gled states, which are referred to as universal resource
states. This measurement-based model of quantum com-
putation exploits entanglement as the resource. The first
discovered resource state is the so-called cluster state
on the square lattice by Raussendorf and Briegel [16],
and as the entanglement is consumed irreversibly dur-
ing the computation, it was called the one-way quan-
tum computer. Generalization of cluster states to graph
states [42–45] and alternative formulation using tensor-
network formulation [46, 47] gives rise to further under-
standing of the universal measurement-based quantum
computation. The key ingredient in establishing the uni-
versality for quantum computation requires that (i) the
set of universal gates can be simulated by local measure-
ment and (ii) the effect of the randomness in the measure-
ment outcome can be deal with, e.g., by adjusting later
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FIG. 24. (a) The correlation length for tensors under the renormalization flow by tuning a parameter a. It displays phase
transitions at ac2 = 2.54 on the hexagon lattice. (b) It shows that a transition occur around ac2 = 2.65 on square-octagon
lattice. (c) It indicates phase transitions at ac1 = 0.58 and ac2 = 3.02 on star lattice with bond state ω = φ
±. (d) There is no
singularity with bond state ω = ψ±. We check that even at a = 0, the correlation length at cases (b), (c) and (d) is finite and
does not increase as the bond dimension is increased.
measurement bases, so that simulation of deterministic
quantum circuits can be achieved. However, it is still an
open question as to what the complete characterization
is of all possible universal resource states. Exploration
of other families of universal resource states and under-
standing of their enabling physical properties may give
further insight.
The hint that the family of AKLT states may pro-
vide a useful playground for the exploration comes from
the recognition that the 1D spin-1 AKLT chain can be
used to simulate any sequence of one-qubit quantum
gates [47, 48]. However, universal measurement-based
quantum computation can only be achieved by using
states of two-dimensionality or higher, and it was first
shown that the spin-3/2 AKLT state on the hexagonal
lattice does indeed provide the resource for implement-
ing universal quantum computation in the measurement-
based model [13, 14]. This has been subsequently ex-
tended to other lattices such as the square-octagon and
cross lattices [15], as well as the spin-2 AKLT state on
the square and diamond lattices [49]. The universality of
the AKLT state on the hexagonal lattice was extended
by Darmawan, Brennen and Bartlett [18] for a deformed
family, previously constructed by NKZ [17], to an ex-
tended region of the phase diagram of the VBS phase up
to the transition to the Ne´el ordered phase. Given the
construction of the (deformed) AKLT states with vari-
ous bond states and on various lattices, it is natural to
inquire whether the picture holds in these other cases.
A. Procedure for showing universality
The approach we take here to show universality for
various AKLT states is based on that in Ref. [13] i.e.,
by first constructing a local generalized measurement on
all sites, usually called POVM, that reduces the AKLT
states to graph states, and then showing that the as-
sociated graphs reside in the supercritical phase of per-
colation (as the system size increases). The appropri-
ate POVM was constructed by Darmawan, Brennen and
Bartlett to apply to the deformed AKLT states on the
hexagonal lattice [18]. It turns out this also applies to
other trivalent lattices. The POVM consists of three ele-
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ments {Fx(a)†Fx(a), Fy(a)†Fy(a), Fz(a)†Fz(a)} and each
Fα(a) ≡α (a)F˜αD−1(a) is associated with the measure-
ment outcome labeled by α = x, y, z and is the opera-
tor that acts on the local spin that is measured, where
qx(a) = qy(a) = 1, qz(a) =
√
(a2 − 1)/2, and
F˜x =
√
2
3
(|3/2〉x〈3/2|+ | − 3/2〉x〈−3/2|) (43a)
F˜y =
√
2
3
(|3/2〉y〈3/2|+ | − 3/2〉y〈−3/2|) (43b)
F˜z =
√
2
3
(|3/2〉z〈3/2|+ | − 3/2〉z〈−3/2|), (43c)
where | ± 3/2〉α’s are eigenstates of the spin operator
Sα with eigenvalues ±3/2 (setting ~ = 1). Since the
AKLT states are entangled, the outcomes {αv} at all
sites v’s are not independent, but Monte Carlo simula-
tions can be used to sample them from the exact distri-
bution [13, 15, 18]. The key ingredient in the sampling of
the outcome configurations {αv} is the acceptance prob-
ability from changing from a set σ ≡ {αv} to another one
σ′ ≡ {α′v}: pacc(σ → σ′) = min[1, r(a)], with r(a) to be
defined below in Eq. (44).
But to describe this probability we need to introduce
an important concept: domains. A domain is a set of
neighboring sites that contain the same type of outcome
α = x, y, or z. An α-domain can be regarded as a re-
sult of site percolation according to a given configuration
{αv}, randomly generated from the POVM outcomes.
From the result of Ref. [13], the meaning of a domain
is an effective qubit, consisting of possibly many sites.
As is necessary for carrying universal quantum computa-
tion, the number of domains should be macroscopic, i.e.,
proportional to total number of original sites. Otherwise,
there would not be sufficient number of qubits that can
be used. Moreover, the POVM on all sites projects the
(deformed) AKLT states to a graph state, whose qubits
are the domains. Whether the resulting graph state is
useful for universal quantum computation depends en-
tirely on its graph properties, such as connectivity and
number of domains [43, 45]. Two important quantities
are |V | and |E|. V denotes the set of all domains and |V |
their total number, and E denotes the set of all inter-
domain edges and |E| their total number. With these
notions defined, we can describe the ratio r(a),
r(a) =
(
a2 − 1
2
)N ′z−Nz
2|V
′|−|E′|−|V |+|E|, (44)
where Nz is the total number of z-type domain from con-
figuration σ and |V | and |E| are the total numbers of
domains and inter-domain edges, respectively, associated
with σ; N ′z, |V ′| and |E′| are the corresponding quanti-
ties associated with configuration σ′ that the Metropolis
sampling attemps to flip to from σ. The above probabil-
ity ratio was derived in Ref. [18], which reduces to the
original AKLT case at a =
√
3, derived in Ref. [13].
We note that the above POVM is valid only for a ≥ 1;
for a < 1, a different set of POVM can be used, but
it is not known how to simulate the exact distribution.
Namely, no corresponding expression of r(a) is known.
Therefore, our discussions below will be restricted to a ≥
1.
Let us summarize the key criteria to check for uni-
versality. (i) First, the domain size always has to be
microscopic, i.e. it can be at most logarithmic in the
system size. More precisely, the maximum size of a do-
main should at most depend logarithmically on the total
number of lattice sites. This ensures that we can realize
arbitrary numbers of qubits in the graph state. As we
shall see below that, close to the transition between VBS
and the ordered phases, the domain size increases and
become macroscopic beyond the transition. (ii) Second,
we have to make sure that the graph formed from the
domains are percolated. This means we can always find
paths of connected qubits from one boundary to another
if the lattice is large. This ensures that we have enough
quantum wires to perform quantum computation. The
fact that the post-measurement state is a graph state
with its graph residing in the supercritical phase of per-
colation ensures that the state possesses sufficient entan-
glement. These two criteria involve two different perco-
lation objects: the first being the domain itself and the
second being the cluster formed by domains. The quan-
tum computational universality requires the former to be
microscopic but the latter to be macroscopic.
We remark that even though the above discussions,
strictly speaking, assume that the deformed AKLT states
are constructed from the singlet bond |ψ−〉, as we shall
be mostly concerned with the bi-partite lattices and as
AKLT states of different bond states can be transformed
to one another by local unitary transformation, the argu-
ment applies to these other bond constructions as well.
The unitaries apply to sites of one sublattice can trans-
form the deformed AKLT with |ψ−〉 bond to those with
other bonds: |ψ+〉, |φ+〉, |φ−〉, respectively, and these
unitaries are, respectively,
Uz =
1 0 0 00 −1 0 00 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
 , (45)
Uy =
 0 0 0 i0 0 −i 00 i 0 0
−i 0 0 0
 , (46)
Ux =
0 0 0 10 0 1 00 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
 . (47)
Furthermore, for non-bipartite lattices, even though
AKLT states of different bond states cannot be locally
transformed to one another, the argument of graph states
and their Monte Carlo sampling can be supplemented
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FIG. 25. The size of the largest domain vs. the system size.
For a2 & 7.05 the largest domain size is linear in N , the total
number of sites, whereas for a2 . 7.05 it is logarithmic in N ,
i.e., proportional to lnN .
by other constraints resulting from geometric frustration,
e.g. see Ref. [15] for the AKLT state with |ψ−〉 on the
star lattice.
B. Square-octagon lattice
First we present the largest domain size vs. the total
number N = 4L2 of sites in Fig. 25. This confirms that
the maximum size of a domain remains microscopic for
1 ≤ a2 . 7.05 of the deformation parameter, verifying
the condition (i). (But to determine more precisely the
transition; see Fig. 26 and discussions below.) We also
check the condition (ii) that the graphs of domains result-
ing from the POVM in this parameter region do form a
spanning cluster with probability close to unity in this pa-
rameter regime, even for a modest size of L = 20. To lo-
cate more precisely the transition point where the univer-
sal computational power vanishes, we examine the proba-
bility of finding a macroscopic domain via its percolation
property, i.e., an alternative quantification of condition
(i). In Fig. 26. we show the probability pmacro that there
exists a domain that spans macroscopically, i.e., reach-
ing from one boundary to another versus the deformation
parameter a for various linear sizes L. This confirms
that there exists a phase transition, and that the tran-
sition point extracted from the percolation a2c ≈ 7.06(1)
roughly agrees with the transition point obtained from
the magnetization, i.e. a2c2 = (2.6547)
2 ≈ 7.0474. The
formation of a macroscopic domain is consistent with the
formation of ferrormagnetic or antiferromatic order.
Our results here extend previous findings [13, 15, 18] to
a wide region of the disordered VBS phase on the square-
octagon lattice (for all four bond-state constructions).
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FIG. 26. The probability pmacro of having a macroscopic-size
domain vs. the parameter a2 on the square-octagon lattice
with N = 4L2 sites. The crossing occurs approximately at
a2 ≈ 7.06, which signifies a phase transition.
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FIG. 27. The probability pmacro of having a macroscopic-size
domain vs. the parameter a2 on the cross lattice with N =
24L2 sites. The crossing occurs approximately at a2 ≈ 7.47,
which signifies a phase transition.
C. Cross lattice
The deformed AKLT states on the cross lattice have a
similar behavior on their utility as a universal resource
for MBQC. We find that in the range 1 ≤ a < ac they are
universal resource states. But as a approaches ac from
below, the size of an effective qubit grows and becomes
macroscopic at and above the transition. The largest do-
main size vs. the total numberN = 24L2 of sites is shown
in Fig. 27 for different linear sizes L’s. The phase transi-
tion occurs at a2c ≈ 7.47(2), consistent with the VBS-Ne´el
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transition. We have also checked that for 1 ≤ a < ac, the
domain size remains microscopic and the graphs formed
by the domains do reside in the supercritical phase of
the percolation. Thus the family of the deformed AKLT
states on the cross lattice also can be used for universal
MBQC for this wide range of parameter a in the VBS
phase, similar to that on the square-octagon lattice.
D. Star lattice
For the star lattice, the two deformed families of AKLT
states with |ψ±〉 are not universal, at least for a ≥ 1. For
the |φ±〉, the deformed AKLT states become ferromag-
netically ordered for a > ac, similar to the cases on the
honeycomb, square octagon and the cross. Do we expect
that the two families on the star lattice might turn out be
universal in the regime a < ac? Indeed for a smaller but
close to ac, we find that the graphs of the corresponding
graph states obtained after the POVM do, with proba-
bly close to one in the large system size limit, possess
a spanning cluster. However, these are graphs are tree-
like, possessing a very small fraction of local loops. They
are therefore not universal for quantum computation, but
can be used for simulating independent qubit rotations
with relatively small number of entangling gates.
VIII. CONCLUSION
lattice base ac1 ac2 ac2(solvable)
Hexagon φ±, ψ± 0.421 2.5425 2.54246
Square-octagon φ±, ψ± × 2.6547 2.65158
Cross φ±, ψ± × 2.7280 ×
Star φ± 0.580 3.0243 3.02438
Star ψ± × × ×
TABLE II. The summarizing phase diagrams of all cases.
The phase transition from a VBS to a ordered phase occurs
at ac2 . The last column shows the critical values obtained
from mapping to exactly solvable classical models.
We investigate deformed AKLT states constructing
from various bond states and on various trivalent lattices.
The summary of phase diagram is shown in Table II. For
the hexagonal lattice we find that there appears to be a
Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition from the VBS
phase to an quantum XY phase in the small a parameter
regime. Such transition also occurs in the deformation
of other types of AKLT states with triplet-bond con-
structions on the hexagonal lattice. However, we do not
find such an XY phase in the deformed spin-3/2 AKLT
models on other trivalent lattices such as square-octagon,
cross and star lattices.
When the parameter a is sufficiently large, there is a
transition from a VBS phase to a magnetically ordered
phase for the deformed AKLT families on the honeycomb,
square octagon and cross lattice. Whether the ordered
phase is ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic depends on
the bond states used in constructing the AKLT fami-
lies. Such a transition can be obtained approximately yet
fairly accurately by mapping to a solvable classical eight-
vertex model, as was done by Niggemann, Klu¨mper and
Zittartz [17] in the hexaongal case and by Niggemann
and Zittartz [37] in the square-octagon case. We have
obtained a slight improvement on the transition point in
the latter case with a modified eight-vertex model, albeit
it is not exactly solvable. We have verified these various
cases by using numerical tensor-network methods.
For the star lattice, the phase diagram depends on the
bond states. When constructed using singlet bonds (ψ−)
and the other antiparallel bonds (ψ+), the deformed fam-
ily of AKLT states remains in the same phase as the
respective AKLT state (with respective ψ− or ψ+ bond)
throughout the whole region of the parameter. The map-
ping to an eight-vertex model is solvable but no transition
is found. However, for the two triplet-bond construc-
tions, the triplet VBS phase is sandwiched between two
ferromagnetic phases (for large and small parameters, re-
spectively), which are characterized by spontaneous mag-
netizations along different axes. The VBS-FM transition
at large a parameter regime can be obtained fairly accu-
rately by a similar mapping to a solvable eight-vertex
model, agreeing well with results from tensor-network
methods.
The evidence that we found supporting the emergence
of the XY phase is the essential singularity in the cor-
relation length. The exponent, however, is not identical
to that of the BKT transition in the classical XY model,
where the tuning parameter is the temperature. The pa-
rameter a in our case appears in the deformation of the
AKLT wave function and the parent Hamiltonian but not
linearly. Moreover, our system is composed of spins with
a magntidue 3/2, not the spin-1/2 case studied previously
nor the classical case. In this phase we have checked that
the correlation functions decay in a power-law fashion.
We also study the magnetic properties in the XY phase.
There is no spontaneous magnetization. The induced
magnetization has a magnitude that is independent of
the field direction, but its magnitude does depend on the
magnitude of the field. This is also consistent with the
XY phase. However, a much stronger evidence would
be obtained from the so-called spin stiffness or helicity
modulus that is the response of the ground-state energy
under the change of boundary condition. This is usually
accessible in Monte Carlo simulations, but as to how to
calculate it in the tensor-network framework, we leave it
as a future investigation. Our results also show that as
opposed to the hexagonal lattice, on either the square-
octagon or cross lattice, there is no such an XY phase
for the families of deformed AKLT states. At present we
do not have a clear understanding, but we suspect that
it may be due to multiple loop structure in these other
lattices. However, we also leave this for future investiga-
tion.
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The transitions from various VBS phases to the
corresponding ordered phases can be characterized by
disorder-order transition in classical 8-vertex and Ising
models. The associated classical order parameter
matches very well the expectation value of the effective
spin operator S˜α (in the α-basis where the spin orders),
S˜α =
1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
 , (48)
evaluated with the deformed AKLT states under the
same diagonal approximation that leads to the classical
model. However, we do not have an analytic proof and
list it as a conjecture.
We have also investigated the deformed AKLT states
for universal quantum computation. On the square-
octagon and cross lattices, they are useful at least for the
deformation parameter a ≥ 1 in the VBS phase up to the
transition to the ordered phase, similar to the hexagonal
case [18]. The loss of the capability for universal quantum
computation for various deformed AKLT states discussed
in this paper is due to the growth of the size of an effective
qubit to a macroscopic size, and this is consistent with
the percolation of ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic do-
mains at the transition. For the deformed AKLT states
on the star lattice, the effect of frustration prevents them
from being universal for quantum computation, regard-
less of the internal bond states.
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Appendix A: The classical vertex model
A general vertex model is a lattice model which has
classical state variables g associated with the links of the
lattice [21, 22]. The interactions between those state vari-
ables are characterized by an interaction energy E lying
on the vertices (hence the name vertex model) where E
depends on the state variables of the adjacent bonds and
maybe one additional independent parameter u (usually
referred to as the spectral parameter); see Fig. 28.
g1 g2
g3
g4
FIG. 28. Vertex with interaction energy E(g1, g2, g3, g4;u)
Solving such a model usually means computing the
partition function or equivalently the free energy (per
site). Therefore, we assign a Boltzmann weight W to
each vertex by
W (g1, g2, g3, g4;u) = e
−βE(g1,g2,g3,g4;u). (A1)
The partition function is defined by
Z =
∑
G
∏
i
Wi(g1, g2, g3, g4;u), (A2)
where G = {g} runs over all allowed bond configurations
and i runs over all vertices (assuming a finite lattice to
begin with). The free energy per site in the thermody-
namic limit is then given by
f = −β−1 lim
N→∞
1
N
ln(Z). (A3)
In the following we shall restrict ourselves to the eight-
vertex model. The state variables g are restricted to
two discrete values, which we choose to be 0 and 1. In
the eight-vertex model, the only allowed bond configura-
tions have an even number of 0′s adjacent to each ver-
tex. This, of course, also means that each vertex has an
even amount of 1′s adjacent to it. We can now introduce
a graphical representation of the model. An horizon-
tal bond occupied by g = 0 is represented by an arrow
pointing left while an vertical bond occupied by g = 0
is represented by an arrow pointing upward. Bonds with
a state variable g = 1 assigned to it are represented by
arrows pointing to the right and downward respectively.
The allowed vertices of the square lattice are shown in
Fig. 29.
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
FIG. 29. The allowed vertices of the eight-vertex model.
Their local Boltzmann weights are denoted by ωi.
Thus, the second restriction can be rephrased as follows:
an allowed vertex has an even number of arrows pointing
towards it.
Appendix B: Solution of free fermion
In order to find a phase transition, we have to solve the
model. The free fermion condition restricts once again
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the possible Boltzmann weights. They have to obey the
equation
w1w2 + w3w4 = w5w6 + w7w8. (B1)
Fan and Wu solved the eight-vertex model on the square
lattice when this condition holds in [50] and in more de-
tail in [51] using dimer methods. The closed expression
for the free energy per site reads
βf =− 1
8pi2
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ 2pi
0
dφ ln
(
2a+ 2b cos(θ) + 2c cos(φ)
+ 2d cos(θ − φ) + 2e cos(θ + φ)), (B2)
where a, b, c, d, and e are functions of the Boltzmann
weights, i.e.
2a = w21 + w
2
2 + w
2
3 + w
2
4,
b = w1w3 − w2w4
c = w1w4 − w2w3
d = w3w4 − w7w8
e = w3w4 − w5w6 (B3)
Simple trigonometric expansions lead to
βf =− 1
8pi2
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ 2pi
0
dφ ln
(
2A(φ)
+ 2B(φ) cos(θ) + 2C(φ) cos(θ)
)
, (B4)
where
A(φ) = a+ c cos(φ),
B(φ) = b+ (d+ e) cos(φ),
C(φ) = (d− e) sin(φ) (B5)
The integration over θ can be done easily using the for-
mula ∫ 2pi
0
dθ ln
(
2x+ 2y cos(θ) + 2z cos(θ)
)
= 2pi ln
(
x+
√
x2 − y2 − z2
)
. (B6)
Thus, the free energy per site becomes
βf = − 1
4pi2
∫ 2pi
0
dφ ln
(
A(φ) +
√
Q(φ)
)
, (B7)
where
Q(φ) = A(φ)2 −B(φ)2 − C(φ)2. (B8)
Finding the phase transition means finding non-analytic
points of the free-energy per site. In Ref. [51] the authors
argued that this translates into detecting non-analytic
points of Q(φ). Assuming that all Botzmann weights
are non-zero they showed furthermore that this can only
happen if Q(φ) is not a perfect square. Then, either
Q(0) = 0 or Q(±pi) = 0 marks the critical point where
some derivatives of Q diverge.
Ferromagnetic transitions on the star lattice.
Luckily, the Boltzmann weights from the various de-
formed AKLT wavefunctions in the main text satisfy the
free-fermion condition, such as those on the hexagonal
lattice and those via on-site diagonal approximations on
the square-octagon, as well those with |φ±〉 bond states
on the star lattice. The latter ones, shown in Eq. (41),
are among the new results in this paper, and we check
explicitly that the free-fermion condition is satisfied:
w1w2 + w3w4 =
1
2
(
(a4 − 1)4 + (a8 + 18a4 + 24a2 + 85)2)
(B9)
and
w5w6 + w7w8 =
1
2
(
(a4 − 1)4 + (a8 + 18a4 + 24a2 + 85)2).
(B10)
Thus, the solution presented in the early part can be
applied. Using Eqs. (B3) and (B5), we get
A(φ) = 2(a2 + 3)(a4 + 7)(a4 − 1)4 cos(φ)
+
1
8
(
3(a2 + 1)4(a2 − 1)8 + (a6 + 3a4 + 15a2 + 14)4),
B(φ) = −2(a2 + 3)(a4 − 1)4(a4 + 7)( cos(φ)− 1)
C(φ) = 2(a2 + 3)(a4 − 1)4(a4 + 7) sin(φ). (B11)
Therefore,
Q(φ) = −4(a2 + 3)(a4 + 7)2(a4 − 1)8 sin2(φ)
− 4(a2 + 3)(a4 + 7)2(a4 − 1)8( cos2(φ)− 1)
+
(
2(a2 + 3)(a4 + 7)(a4 − 1)4 cos(φ)
+
1
8
(
3(a2 + 1)4(a2 − 1)8 + (a6 + 3a4 + 15a2 + 13)4))2.
(B12)
The transition point is given by the roots of Q(0/±pi)
under the condition that a ∈ R. In this case, we can find
such a point, namely
ac =
(
2 +
√
3 +
√
2(6 + 5
√
3)
) 1
2 ≈ 3.02438,
φ = 0. (B13)
The transitions on other free-fermion models mentioned
above on other lattices can be obtained similarly, as were
done in Refs. [17, 37].
Appendix C: The Ising model on the union jack
and checkerboard lattices
The Ising model belongs to the class of spin models
which have state variables sitting on the vertices and in-
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2 4 6 8 10
2×1022
4×1022
6×1022
Q(0)
a2
FIG. 30. Q(0) as a function of a2.
teraction energies associated with the bonds of the lat-
tice [39, 52]. Its partition function is
Z =
∑
{σ}
eΣ<i,j>Krσiσj , (C1)
where the outer sum runs over all spin configurations of
the lattice σ = σ1, ..., σN , σi ∈ {1,−1}, the inner sum
runs over all nearest neighbor pairs, and r denotes the
type of the nearest neighbor bond. As discussed in [52],
we can obtain a free fermion eight vertex model by per-
forming the outer sum over all fourfold connected ver-
tices. This effectively removes those spins from the lattice
and we obtain a square lattice. The partition function
(a) (b)
K'
K2
K1
K
K3
K4
K
K
K'
K'
FIG. 31. (a) Unit cell of the Ising model on the union jack
lattice and its interaction energies. The dots represent the
classical spins.(b)Unit cell of the effective square lattice.
can be rewritten as follows,
Z =
∑
σ′
2×
∏
e
1
2
(
K′(σjσk+σiσl)+K(σiσj+σkσl)
)
cosh(K1σi +K2σj +K3σk +K4σl), (C2)
where the product runs over all plaquettes shown in
Fig. 31(b), the outer sum runs over all spin configurations
of the eightfold connected spins in Fig. 31(a), and the fac-
tor 1/2 in the exponential negates the double counting of
bonds of the typeK andK ′. We can draw the dual lattice
which is also a square lattice, and identify its bonds with
state variables according to the spin configuration of the
original lattice. This two-to-one map is shown in Fig. 32.
The Boltzmann weights associated with the vertices of
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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FIG. 32. Spin-vertex correspondence: The plus and mi-
nus signs represent the Ising spins on the original lattice, the
arrows correspond to the state variables of the dual lattice.
the dual lattice are precisely the factors of the product
in Eq. C2 when we plug in the corresponding values of
the Ising spins. Hence, the Boltzmann weights can be
expressed in terms of the Ising interaction energies, i.e
w1 = 2ρe
K+K′ cosh(K1 +K2 +K3 +K4)
w2 = 2ρe
−K−K′ cosh(K1 −K2 +K3 −K4)
w3 = 2ρe
−K+K′ cosh(K1 −K2 −K3 +K4)
w4 = 2ρe
K−K′ cosh(K1 +K2 −K3 −K4)
w5 = 2ρ cosh(K1 −K2 +K3 +K4)
w6 = 2ρ cosh(K1 +K2 +K3 −K4)
w7 = 2ρ cosh(K1 +K2 −K3 +K4)
w8 = 2ρ cosh(−K1 +K2 +K3 +K4), (C3)
which satisfy the free fermion condition [39, 52]. We in-
troduced an additional free parameter ρ. Hence, Eq. (C2)
is proportional to the partition function of the free
fermion eight vertex model defined by Eq. (C3).
We now return to the square-octagon lattice. In par-
ticular, we are going to compute the spontaneous magne-
tization of the free fermion eight-vertex model generated
by the quantum state with bonds |ω〉 = |00〉 ± |11〉. The
corresponding Boltzmann weights can be given by
w1 =
1
2
(a8 + 4a6 + 30a4 + 52a2 + 41)
w2 =
1
2
(a1 − 1)4
w3 = w4 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)3(a2 + 3)
w5 = w6 = w7 = w8 =
1
2
(a2 − 1)2(a4 + 2a2 + 5). (C4)
For the interaction energies of the Ising model, it can be
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given
k = K1 = K2 = K3 = K4 =
1
2
ln
(a2 − 1
a2 + 3
)
κ = K = K ′ = − ln (a2 − 1
a2 + 3
)
ρ =
1
2
(a2 − 1)3(a2 + 3) (C5)
Thus, the interaction energies are physical, meaning
real, for a > 1. As argued in [39], the spontaneous mag-
netization of the free fermion eight vertex model is then
given by the spontaneous magnetization of an eightfold
connected Ising spin. In terms of the Boltzmann weights
of the free fermion model, this means
M =
{
(1− Ω−2)1/8 if Ω2 > 1
0 others,
(C6)
where
Ω2 =
(w21 + w
2
2 − w23 − w24)2 − 4(w5w6 − w7w8)2
16× w5w6w7w8 . (C7)
The Ising model undergoes a phase transition at Ω2 = 1
and ac =
(√
2(5 + 4
√
(2) +
√
2 + 1)
)1/2
≈ 2.65158. This
is exactly the same transition point which we extracted
from the free energy per site of the eight-vertex model.
In [53], they also provided a criterion which can be used
to characterize the ordered phase. We have to calculate
the four quantities
E1 = −(K +K ′ + |K1 +K2 +K3 +K4|)
E2 = −(−K −K ′ + |K1 −K2 +K3 −K4|)
E3 = −(−K +K ′ + |K1 −K2 −K3 +K4|)
E4 = −(K −K −+|K1 +K2 −K3 −K4|). (C8)
The system is either in a ferromagnetic phase if E1 <
E2, E3, E4, or in a antiferromagnetic phase if E2 <
E1, E3, E4, or in a metamagnetic phase if E3 <
E1, E2, E4 or E4 < E1, E2, E3.
From this, we find that for 1 < a < ac the free fermion
eight-vertex model is in a ferromagnetic phase. However,
from numerical results of the deformed AKLT states we
find that the the phase is ferromagnetic for a > ac in-
stead. This seemingly contradiction can be explained
through the Hadamard transformation used in reducing
the 16 vertices to 8 vertices. As noted in [17], this trans-
formation maps the low temperature region of the quan-
tum state to the high temperature region of the eight-
vertex model and vice versa.
To obtain the correct temperature behavior of the mag-
netization in the classical model, we can employ the
Kramers-Wannier duality. This duality maps the orig-
inal Ising model to an Ising model on the dual lattice
and the low-temperature regime of the original model to
the high-temperature regime of the dual model and vice
versa [40]. The union jack lattice is dual to the square-
octagon lattice [38]. However, instead of working directly
on the union jack lattice, we will use an alternative lat-
tice. In [41] , the free fermion model is also equivalent to
the Ising model on the checkerboard lattice. This can be
seen using the same trick, namely by performing the sum
over every second row of spins in Fig. 16 and rewriting
the partition function.
Then drawing the dual lattice and performing the map
shown in Fig. 32 gives the equivalent eight-vertex model.
In terms of Ising interactions {Ji} the free fermion Boltz-
mann weights are
w1 = 2ρ cosh(J1 + J2 + J3 + J4)
w2 = 2ρ cosh(J1 − J2 + J3 − J4)
w3 = 2ρ cosh(J1 − J2 − J3 + J4)
w4 = 2ρ cosh(J1 + J2 − J3 − J4)
w5 = 2ρe
M+P cosh(J1 − J2 + J3 + J4)
w6 = 2ρe
−(M+P ) cosh(J1 + J2 + J3 − J4)
w7 = 2ρe
M−P cosh(J1 + J2 − J3 + J4)
w8 = 2ρe
−M+P cosh(−J1 + J2 + J3 + J4) (C9)
where M and P are free parameters [41]. The union jack
Ising model with K = K ′ and K1 = K2 = K3 = K4 is
equivalent to a checkerboard Ising model with J1 = J3
[39] . The solutions of the Ising interactions in terms of
the free fermion Boltzmann weights are known [41]. Fur-
thermore it was shown that the sublattice spontaneous
magnetization of the union jack Ising model is equivalent
to the spontaneous magnetization of the checkerboard
Ising model [39].
The checkerboard lattice is self-dual and the Ising
interactions of the dual model are given by e−2J
′
i =
tanh(Ji). The spontaneous magnetization of the dual
model is
M =
{
(1− Ω−2)1/8 if Ω2 > 1
0 others.
(C10)
The dual magnetization is plotted in Fig. 17 and it can
be regarded as the disorder parameter of the free fermion
model [38]. Supported by numerical evidence provided in
Fig. 17, we conjecture that the spontaneous magnetiza-
tion of dual Ising model corresponds to the ground state
expectation value of the effective spin operator
S˜z =
1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
 . (C11)
The transition points, which can be deduced by solving
Ω2 = 1, are equal to the transition points which we ob-
tained from the corresponding eight-vertex models.
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